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Presentation Notes
Thank you for the introduction.
Our work about the Bilateral Grid – a new data structure for computational photography



Interactive Local Tone Mapping
• Tone map image using Durand and Dorsey [2002]
• Edge-aware brush locally adjusts parameters

Input HDR

Tone mapped output
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Last year, Weiss, and Paris and Durand, introduced fast algorithms
that can compute the bilateral filter in about one second
With the bilateral grid, we can filter bigger images, much faster

We also propose new operators, such as an edge aware brush.
That we use here to locally change tone mapping parameters
Notice how we can adjust the overexposed dome without affecting the darker windows

Let me explain why this process needs to be edge-aware












In this application, we combine two grid operations
To interactively tone map this 15 megapixel HDR panorama in real time
<pause>
First, we apply an initial tone mapping to the image using Durand and Dorsey’s technique, taking advantage of our fast bilateral filter
<pause>
Then we use the edge-aware brush that I showed you earlier to locally adjust tone mapping parameters
So we make the door behind the fence darker
And fix up these overexposed regions without affecting the windows




Motivation – Tone Mapping
• Reduce contrast
• Spatially-varying remapping
• Edge-aware map eliminates halos

[Tumblin 99] [Durand 02]

Smooth operator Tone mapping with the 
bilateral filter [Durand 02]

HaloHaloNo HalosNo Halos

Input HDR

Naïve tone mappingEdge-aware operator
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When we tone map a high dynamic range image such as the one you see on the right
We need to reduce the contrast so the monitor can display it
Modulating the brightness using a a naïve operator that’s smooth everywhere
Gives us an output is *almost* right
Except there are these halos that appear near strong edges like with the trees here
The problem is that what happens on one side of an edge,
like the brightening of the trees, affects content on the other side
Such as the much brighter sky
Using an edge-aware operator like the bilateral filter eliminates these artifacts
And we get this much nicer picture




Edge-aware Image Processing
• Output that is smooth, except at strong edges of input

• Important in computational 
photography

• Challenge: Performance
• Brute force: minutes per MPixel
• Fastest techniques: ~1 second / MPixel

• Our contribution: the Bilateral Grid
• New data structure
• Many edge-aware operations
• Fast
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The tone mapping algorithm I just described is an example of edge-aware image processing
By edge-aware, we mean operators that are smooth, but not across the edges in an image.
This idea of defining piecewise-smooth operators that account for image edges,
has recently proven very powerful in computational photography.

However, one remaining challenge is performance
Edge-aware operators are not particularly fast
A brute-force computation of the bilateral filter takes on the order of minutes per megapixel
And the fastest techniques from last year take about a second

In this context, our contribution, is the bilateral grid
A new data structure that’s facilitates many edge-aware operations
And makes them extremely fast












Previous Work
• Optimization

[Levin 04, Lischinski 06, Szeliski 06]
• Inhomogeneous energy

• Anisotropic diffusion
[Perona 90]
• Iterative PDEs

• Bilateral filter [Aurich 95, Smith 97, Tomasi 98]

• Handles large kernels common in 
computational photography

• Fast, but not enough for real time 
[Pham 05, Weiss 06, Paris 06, Fattal 07]

• We build upon Paris and Durand [2006]
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Let’s take a look at how edge-ware operators have been previously defined
Optimization-based techniques, like the one used by Levin and colleagues in their work on colorization
Explicitly account for edges in their energy functional

Anisotropic diffusion is an iterative PDE-based technique
For smoothing images but not across its edges

An alternative method and the inspiration for our work, is the bilateral filter
It is a non-iterative operator that can handle the large kernels commonly used in computational photography
<pause>
Although there are several efficient numerical schemes for accelerating the bilateral filter
they’re not fast enough for real-time video processing
<pause>
Our work builds upon the acceleration technique by Paris and Durand.
In their work, they approximated the bilateral filter using ideas similar to what I will present
We turn these ideas into a general data structure – the bilateral grid
And, we introduce a number of new edge-aware operations.
Furthermore, we parallelize these operations on graphics hardware.
<pause>
In order to define the bilateral filter, <next slide>
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• weighted average of neighbors
• depends only on spatial distance
• no edge term
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It is easier to first define the gaussian blur
Let’s look at a 1d example, or just this scanline
<next>
The horizontal axis is the pixel position, and the vertical axis shows the intensity for each pixel
The result of the gaussian blur at a pixel p
Is a weighted average of its neighbors
Where the weight depend only on the *spatial* distance from p
With the gaussian blur, the edge is smoothed because points to the left of p pull the output down. 
A point such as q has a significant influence on the result
even though it’s on the other side of the edge

In other words, q “pollutes” the output. 
This is the problem that the bilateral filter takes care of
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Bilateral Filter [Aurich 95, Smith 97, Tomasi 98]

space intensity
• weighted average of neighbors
• depends on spatial and intensity difference
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The bilateral filter reduces the influence of points like q
by adding an additional *edge term* to the weights
The edge term depends on the intensity difference between p and q
Now, the weight of a point like q is now a product of two gaussians,
One, which depends on the difference in space, and another that depends on the intensity difference
Because of this second term, q has essentially no influence on p and our edge is preserved

An alternative way to look at it is that
although p and q are close in space, they are far in intensity, the weight should be low
<pause>
we turn this concept of adding an intensity distance in addition to the spatial distance into a data structure
That we call the bilateral grid





Our Contribution: the Bilateral Grid

• 3D representation for 2D image data

• Edge-aware computation is simple in the grid
• Smooth functions on grid are piecewise-smooth 

in image space

• Fast (milliseconds vs. seconds)
• Coarse resolution
• Parallel algorithms (GPU)
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The bilateral grid is a new 3D representation for 2D image data that has a built-in notion of edge-awareness
<longpause>

It has the property that smooth functions defined on the grid
Become piecewise-smooth in image space
This makes edge-aware computation on the grid much simpler than in image space
<longpause>

Furthermore, algorithms that take advantage of the bilateral grid are fast
Taking on the order of milliseconds instead of seconds
This is due to two reasons
First, the bilateral grid typically has a coarse resolution
With only thousands of samples instead of millions of pixels
And second, algorithms that take advantage of the bilateral grid are parallel
Which makes them well suited for modern graphics hardware

Now I will define the bilateral grid




Bilateral Grid

Bilateral Grid – Definition

• Bilateral grid = 3D array
• x and y correspond to pixel position
• z corresponds to pixel intensity
• Euclidean distance accounts 

for edges
• space distance (x,y) and 

intensity distance (z)

• Grid can be coarsely sampled
• E.g., 70 x 70 x 10 for an 

8 megapixel image

Standard 2D Image

x

y
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The standard representation for images is with a 2d array of pixels
Where x and y are the spatial axes
<shortpause>
The bilateral grid is a *3D* array <shortpause>
The x and y axes still correspond to space (shown in perspective) <shortpause>
But we add an extra dimension, z, that corresponds to pixel intensity
<longpause>
Consider these two pixels that straddle an edge
In the image, they’re close
But in the bilateral grid, they’re far apart, thanks to the extra dimension
This is what makes the bilateral grid edge-aware: the euclidean distance on the grid respects INTENSITY edges

An important thing to note about the bilateral grid is that it can be coarsely sampled
To give you some numbers
for an 8 megapixel image, we typically use a bilateral grid that’s only 70 x 70 x 10
which is less than 50 thousand samples
To illustrate why we can use such a coarse sampling
let's compare the bilateral grid with traditional downsampling





Typically, one sample in space can cover up to 100 pixels
And one sample in z corresponds to between 5 and 50 gray levels



• Nearest neighbor
arbitrarily bright or dark

• Bicubic
intermediate value not in original

2D vs. Bilateral Grid Downsampling

x

y

Downsampling in 2D

• Bilateral grid enables aggressive downsampling
• Extra dimension preserves edges
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When we do standard 2d image downsampling
We overlay a smaller number of bins over the input image
And pick one value per bin
This bin is clearly bright, and this one is clearly dark

How about this one?
There isn’t a single value that can accurately represent the edge

If we use nearest neighbor, we more or less arbitrarily pick bright or dark, depending on the alignment
And if we use a smoother scheme such as bicubic, we’re going to hallucinate an intermediate value that’s between bright and dark
A value that wasn’t in the original image



2D vs. Bilateral Grid Downsampling

x

y

Downsampling in 2D Bilateral Grid

• Bilateral grid enables aggressive downsampling
• Extra dimension preserves edges
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With the bilateral grid, we avoid this problem at edges
<next>
When we downsample in the grid, we don’t have to make any hard decisions
Bright and dark values go to different heights
As a result, all the pixels, including the edge in the middle, are well represented

It’s one of the great advantages of the bilateral grid – we can afford very coarse sampling rates



Discussion

• Grid operations could be 
defined in image space

• Advantages of the Bilateral Grid
• Edge-awareness built-in
• Speed: aggressive downsampling
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Before I move on and demonstrate operations on the grid
I want to mention that these operations can also be directly defined in image space
<pause>
The advantage of defining them in the bilateral grid is that
Because the notion of edge-awareness is built-in
algorithms become simpler
AND <pause>
We get a significant speedup due to the grid’s coarse sampling rate



A Simple Illustration

• Classical paint brush
• Ignores edges

• Our edge-aware brush
• Respects edges

Stroke with classical brush

Stroke with bilateral brush

Input image
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[show teaser?]

Let me illustrate how the bilateral grid works with a simple example
Recall the interactive tone mapping video which I showed earlier
where we used an edge-aware brush to locally tone map a panorama
This is a simplified version, where we just want to paint
And only affect the bright region of the image

With a classical paint brush, it’s difficult to stop at the edge

We propose an edge-aware brush that makes it easy.
Let me illustrate on this single scanline, or 1D image



Bilateral Grid Painting
Image scanline
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[super low priority]
[make it yellow?]
[make the grid bluer?]


Here’s our image scanline
And below it is the corresponding bilateral grid
Which is 2d in this case since we have a 1d image
The intensity values of the input image are overlaid in red
So those are the grid cells corresponding to the image pixels

When the user clicks on this pixel here
We look up its location in the bilateral grid
And splat a 2D brush shape in the grid
For a 2d image, this would be a 3D brush shape

The user clicks at this next pixel
And we splat in the grid

When the user drags the mouse for a full brush stroke
We found it’s useful to paint only at the intensity level of the initial mouseclick
this lets the user paint past this strong edge in the image and not affect the dark regions
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Bilateral Grid Painting
Image scanline

Output brush stroke

Query grid with 
input image: 
slicing

Bilateral 
Grid
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Now <pause>, to get the output image
We query the grid using the input image itself, which is the red line
Since the grid is much coarser than the image, we use linear interpolation
We call this query operation slicing

Notice how the output stroke is piecewise smooth.
It does not affect the dark regions of the image

Let me show you a 3d visualization of this process



Bilateral Grid Painting

Input image Bilateral Grid

• When mouse is held down, paint only at intensity 
level of initial mouse click
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Here is a 3D visualization of what’s bilateral grid painting
On the left is the input image, and on the right is the bilateral grid
The height field represents the locations of the image.

The user paints a full brush stroke
As you can see, we brush at the intensity level of the input image
Zooming in, you see that the brush doesn’t affect the dark region of the image

To get the output 2d map, we slice the grid using the input [wave mouse]



Bilateral Grid Painting
• Edge-aware brush used to change hue

Presenter
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Let’s look at a real world example
Here the user uses the edge-aware brush to change the hue
Notice how the user can be pretty careless
The brush does not affect the white wall by the door
Or the edges of the plate

To recap, I’ve shown you the edge-aware properties of the bilateral grid with a smart brush
We painted smooth brush shapes in the bilateral grid
But we got a *piecewise* smooth output brush stroke
This is a general property of the bilateral grid
Smooth functions defined on the grid are piecewise-smooth once after slicing

Painting is just one of the operations on the bilateral grid.
Let me show you some others



Scribble-based Selection
• User scribbles to specify selection [Lischinski 06]

• Piecewise-smooth interpolation to get full selection
• Respects intensity discontinuities

Input with scribbles Our interpolated selectionInput image
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We use the grid to perform scribble-based selection,
in the spirit of the work by Lischinski and collegues

Given an image, shown on the left
The user scribbles over it to indicate his region of interest
He can scribble white for the region he wants selected
And black where he doesn’t 
We do piecewise-smooth interpolation to get a selection map
that respects the intensity discontinuities in the image



Scribble-based Selection

Hard constraints 
in grid

Image scanline

Bilateral Grid
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Let’s look at a 1d example again
Scribble interpolation using the grid is pretty similar to edge-aware painting

When the user scribbles, for instance, black, at this bright pixel here
We lift the constraint into the grid
He scribbles some more, and we place those constraints in the grid as well




Scribble-based Selection
Image scanline
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Interpolated selection

Slice: query 
grid with input 

image

Hard constraints 
in grid
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Now, we do a smooth interpolation in the grid
This is a simple optimization, and is equivalent to solving laplace’s equation in 3d
AND, because the resolution of the grid is much coarser than the image
We can compute it extremely quickly

Finally, we slice the grid to get our piecewise-smooth selection map
The technical details of all these steps are in the paper




Bilateral Filter [Tomasi 98]

• Smooth image except across strong edges

• Ubiquitous in computational photography
[Oh 01, Durand 02, Eisemann 04, Petschnigg 04, Bennett 05, Bae 06, Fattal 07, Kopf 07, …]

Brute force computation: 10 minutes 
With the bilateral grid: 9 ms

Input Filtered 
Output
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Now I will show perhaps most powerful use of the bilateral grid
Recall the bilateral filter, the edge-aware image smoothing filter I discussed earlier
It is ubiquitous in computational photography
And, with the grid, we can compute the bilateral filter *much* faster than real time
This lets us use multiple bilateral filters in complex image processing pipelines
Let’s look at how it works




Bilateral Filter on the Bilateral Grid
Image scanline
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Bilateral filtering using the grid takes just 3 steps
We create the grid with the input image, we process, and we slice

To create the grid, we take each pixel in the image
Find its location in the grid
and we put the intensity value itself into the grid
And we do this for every pixel
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Bilateral Filter on the Bilateral Grid
Image scanline

Filtered scanline

Slice: query grid 
with input image

Bilateral 
Grid

Gaussian blur 
grid values
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The filtering step is *just* a simple gaussian blur.
We slice and we’re done!

I think this is pretty exciting
A simple gaussian blur on the grid, is equivalent
To bilateral filtering the image once we slice
And, since the grid is coarsely sampled
The filtering is extremely fast

Let’s look at the kinds of speedup you get with the bilateral grid





/*
There are some technical details that I didn’t mention about the bilateral filter
They’re in the paper
*/



Performance: Bilateral Filter
Image size: 2 MPixels

• CPU
• Brute force: 10 minutes
• State of the art ’06: 1 second [Weiss 06, Paris 06]

• Our Bilateral Grid with GPU
• 2004 card (NV40): 28 ms (36 Hz)
• 2006 card (G80): 9 ms (111 Hz)

• For bilateral filter, algorithm similar to Paris & Durand [06]
• We parallelize on GPU

• Another 2 orders of magnitude speedup

Presenter
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Recall that a brute force implementation of the bilateral filter is really slow
For a 2 megapixel image, it takes about 10 minutes on a cpu
State of the art algorithms for the CPU, by Weiss,
and Paris and Durand, takes about a second at this resolution

Our parallel algorithm runs in real time even on a 3 year old GPU
And it’s much faster than real time on a more recent graphics card

For bilateral filtering, our algorithm is similar to that by Paris and Durand
And a cpu implementation of our algorithm would give about the same performance
Our parallelization is what gives us another 2 orders of magnitude speedup
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The first gain you get with our technique is real-time feedback
<pause>
This isn’t a preview window – we’re filtering the entire 12 megapixel image in real time
As the user changes parameters!




Many Operations and Applications
• Local histogram equalization
• Interactive tone mapping

• Video abstraction
[Winnemoller 06, DeCarlo 02]

• Photographic style transfer [Bae 06]

Model Input Output

Presenter
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Our contribution isn’t just about speed
The bilateral grid supports many edge-aware operations.
One grid operation that I didn’t show you is
local histogram equalization for enhancing image contrast.
It has a natural interpretation in the bilateral grid, and is discussed in the paper.

I will now present two additional applications
Video abstraction, and photographic style transfer
Both of these application use the bilateral grid in complex image processing pipelines



Multiscale HD Video Abstraction
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Thanks to the performance of our bilateral filter
we introduce multiscale abstraction of HD video
It builds upon the work by Winnemoller and colleagues, and DeCarlo and Santella
In our method, a point of focus is controlled by the mouse
Points farther away are more abstracted
To produce multiple levels of detail, we compute five bilateral filters for each frame












The bilateral grid makes it possible to do edge-aware processing of HD video in real time
This video shows our multiscale video abstraction method inspired by the work by Winnemoller and colleages, and DeCarlo and Santella
This process involves computing five bilateral filters for each video frame
Whereas the fastest techniques from last year would take about a second to compute just one bilateral filter









The mouse pointer denotes a point of focus and points farther away are more abstracted



[better wording]
[“inspired by” winnemoller, bf with large kernels
[we are fast enough that we extend it with decarlo?
5 bf with large kernels

Using our bilateral filter, we can apply Winnemoller’s video abstraction technique in HD with plenty of time left over.
So we can afford to add a gaze term in the spirit of the work by DeCarlo and Santella
where points farther from a point of focus are more abstracted
Now this involves *FIVE* bilateral filters per frame



[recut video?]

Inspired by the work by Winnemoller and colleagues last year
Where they abstract a dvd-resolution video at 9-15 frames a second
We use our bilateral filter to do it on HD video at 42 Hz

We also incorporate a way of following a point of focus
In the spirit of the work by DeCarlo and Santella
Points farther from the point of focus are more abstracted
This involves taking 5 bilateral filters per frame
And we still achieve real-time perfomance on HD video



Transfer of Photographic Style

Model

• Temporally coherent transfer
• 2 orders of magnitude speedup: real-time in HD

Presenter
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We also extended the photographic style transfer technique by Bae and colleagues to video
Given a model photograph, we transfer its style to an input video while preserving temporal coherence. 
This also occurs in real time at HD resolution.
The technical details are in the paper.



Live demo
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Now I’ll give a live demo
Could we switch to the laptop please?
Ok

I will demonstrate our video stylization technique
The user can directly manipulate the rendition after a 
But instead of transferring the style from a model image
I will let the user manipulate the curves himself

On top, you see the input video
And the bottom will be the output
I’ll let it play
<play>

Now, I will increase the global contrast without affecting the texture level
This will happen on the bottom
<modify base>

I can also modify the texture level
I will decrease it, notice how the texture of the pavement is all gone
And I can also boost it

You can compare the results
The input is on top, the output is on the bottom

Again, this was a live demo!
No precomputation
Everything happened on the fly on my laptop




Discussion
• Respects luminance edges
• Color bilateral grid would be 5D

• Does not fit on current hardware
• Luminance edges are often sufficient

• Crosses thin lines
• Diffusion vs. bilateral filter
• Useful in many cases

• Grid resolution depends on the operator
• E.g., for edge-aware brush: 

space sampling rate ~ brush radius 
intensity sampling rate ~ edge-awareness

Bilateral brush crosses thin lines

Edge-aware brush
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I’ve demonstrated how the bilateral grid respects luminance edges
In principle, it can also respect color edges
But the color bilateral grid would be five dimensional, which raises some memory issues
Fortunately, for many applications, luminance edges are sufficient

It is important to refine what we mean by edge aware
The bilateral grid, and other algorithms based on the bilateral filter, define edges by large intensity differences
As a result, they cross thin lines in an image
We found that this can be a useful behavior, depending on the application
For example, in the tone mapping example that I showed you earlier
The brush ignores the thin bars of the fence altogether

Finally, I want to discuss the coarse sampling rate of the grid
In general, the resolution of the bilateral grid depends on the operator
For example, with the edge-aware brush
The space sampling rate is equal to brush’s spatial extent
And the intensity sampling rate, corresponds to what you consider an edge




Summary: the Bilateral Grid

• 3D representation for 2D data

• Intelligent downsampling

• Many edge-aware operations
• Painting, scribble interpolation, 

bilateral filter, local histogram 
equalization

• Real-time for HD video

Presenter
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To summarize, we presented the bilateral grid, a 3d representation for 2d image data
The bilateral grid enables intelligent downsampling,
which lets algorithms operate at a coarse resolution
The grid supports many edge-aware operations including
The Bilateral filter
Edge-aware painting
Scribble interpolation
And local histogram equalization

Bilateral grid operations are extremely data parallel, which maps well onto modern graphics hardware
And enables real-time edge-aware processing on HD video.

Thank you for your attention.
And I’ll take any questions you may have.
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Summary: the Bilateral Grid

• 3D representation for 2D data

• Intelligent downsampling

• Many edge-aware operations
• Painting, scribble interpolation, 

bilateral filter, local histogram 
equalization

• Real-time for HD video
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To summarize, we presented the bilateral grid, a 3d representation for 2d image data
The bilateral grid enables intelligent downsampling,
which lets algorithms operate at a coarse resolution
It supports many edge-aware operations including
The Bilateral filter
Edge-aware painting
Scribble interpolation
And local histogram equalization
Bilateral grid operations are extremely data parallel, which maps well onto modern graphics hardware
And enables real-time edge-aware processing on HD video.

Thank you for your attention.
And I’ll take any questions you may have.
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